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Aaron and Brye Aanonsen are both starting their third year at
Lakeland, but it has taken them no time to feel right at home.

22 Campus Q & A

We opened our 10th residence hall, welcomed some new faculty
members and did some golfing this summer for a couple of great causes.

21 Scene on Campus

Your former classmates and roommates are waiting for you to read
about what they are doing. And we are waiting to hear from you so
we can help spread the word.

18 Alma Matters
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I’ll see your zooplankton and raise you…
Lakeland students play a little cards on a break
from research in Belize. [ Page 3 ]

COVER STORY

We are helping prepare our graduates to be good citizens by
teaching them the importance of service. And those students have
some great role models in some special alumni who have made
service part of their lifestyle.

10 Serving up some Goodwill

There were plenty of snakes, and monkeys, and coral reefs
and bananas. This was not your average class, and certainly not
your average classroom. Welcome to Belize. Get ready for the
educational experience of a Mayterm.
Photos by Lakeland assistant professor of biology Paul Pickhardt

3 A Trip to the Tropics

F E AT U R E S

The idea for the Lakeland Tropical Biology Program began during
Pickhardt’s job interview in March of 2006. As we talked about the

TAKING LC TO BELIZE

A giant, white Morpho butterfly flaps silently along the forest edge
of the Bladen River just beyond the downturned heads of Lakeland
biology students Martin Hobmeier ( see page 7 ) and Heather Stewart.
But the students’ attention is focused elsewhere and they can only
acknowledge the butterfly’s presence. It is just past 9 a.m., and
Martin and Heather are standing motionless, knee-deep in the river,
field notebooks in hand, recording data from their fish habitat
selection experiment.
After evaluating the progress on the river research project, we
make a 15-minute hike up the river trail past unexcavated Mayan
ruins, through pristine, lowland tropical rainforest to a series of
ant-defended acacia trees with live vines tied to their trunks. The
vines are a part of an experiment devised by another group of
Lakeland students, Natalie Kutz, Kristin Olderman, and Rachel Zuck,
to test for the rate of host tree defense by their fierce symbiotic
partners, the ants.
Now the sun is directly overhead and we all break for a lunch of
beans, rice, and locally grown tropical fruits in the thatch-roofed
dining area. We join several of the students in cooling down and
re-energizing ourselves with a post-lunch swim in the impossibly clear
waters of the ‘Blue Pool,’ which is a 15-minute hike up river from the
dining hall. After the swim, it’s back to the trails to work on the
individual research projects.
A troupe of howler monkeys can be heard – remarkable screams
that are impossible to ignore – in the hillsides as we hike down river
to a third research project. Michael Muhs, Madeline Shields and
Jocilynn Vertz are investigating damage and repair to the large,
bulbous termite mounds sticking off of many of the trees and vines in
the rainforest.
Eight of the 10 Lakeland students making this inaugural tropical
biology trip to Belize are accounted for, but we won’t find the other
two. Jenna Waite and Dominique Olds are out on the trails until after
dark; their experiment with the primarily nocturnal leaf-cutter ants
has them out in the jungle while the rest of the group is back relaxing
or sleeping in the communal bunkhouse.

AT THE BASE OF THE MAYA
MOUNTAINS IN SOUTHERN BELIZE

EDITORS NOTE: This past May Term (a three-week opportunity
for learning that doesn’t fit into the regular 14-week semester), 10 junior
and senior biology majors from Lakeland joined assistant professors of
biology Paul Pickhardt and Greg Smith exploring the tropics in Belize.
Lakeland asked Pickhardt and Smith to chronicle their adventure, and
discuss the state of the science program at Lakeland.

only 300,000 and is located in Central America, south of Mexico,
East of Guatemala, and bordered by the Caribbean Sea. Belize offers
ideal attributes for a tropical studies course with approximately 45
percent of its land under protection from development, and Belize’s
coast is fringed by the second longest barrier reef system in the world.
On recommendations from several of Pickhardt’s colleagues, we
chose to coordinate the trip through a nonprofit organization called
BFREE (Belize Foundation for Research and Environmental
Education – www.bfreebz.org). BFREE’s motto, “The Rainforest is

INDIANA JONES HAS GOT NOTHING ON LAKELAND

value of biology study abroad programs, it became apparent that we
shared a passion for marine biology and rainforest ecology. After
obtaining all of the necessary administrative and academic approvals
during the spring of 2007, we began to explore destination options,
eventually deciding to take students to Belize.
Belize is about the size of New Hampshire, has a population of

BFREE also arranged all transportation, lodging and meals for
the 15-day course exploring the rainforests, coral reefs, and cultural
diversity of Belize.
With the destination set and a tentative itinerary in place, we
started recruiting students. Despite the significant cost of the trip
($2,150 per student), there was no shortage of interest. Applications
were collected before Thanksgiving break and students were notified
of acceptance in December 2007. During the Spring semester, the
group of 10 students met regularly to discuss flight arrangements to

PROFESSORS GREG SMITH (LEFT) & PAUL PICKHARDT

Our Classroom,” seemed to be an ideal fit for the type of experience
we were hoping to provide. BFREE maintains a 1,153-acre, private
research and educational facility bordered by four national protected
areas and located on tropical rainforest nestled in the foothills of the
Maya Mountains in southern Belize along the crystal clear Bladen
River. In addition to providing the group with a base of operations,

Opportunities such as the Tropical Biology Program are also
important in the breadth of the experiences they provide. Spending
15 days in Belize allowed for a huge range of scientific and cultural
experiences. Students learned from leading researchers on topics
ranging from Belize rainforest conservation to the behavior of
snail-eating snakes to the amazing diversity of plant life in the
rainforest. They also toured a conventional banana plantation (many
swear they will eat only organic bananas from now on), shopped for
produce in a Belizean market, learned about the agriculture behind
cacao (chocolate) and annatto (what is used to make cheese orange),
and chatted with locals in Monkey River village to learn how their
lives have changed since Hurricane Iris nearly wiped their village off
the map in 2001.
It was the hands-on experiences which seemed to make the biggest
impressions. This group had the extreme good fortune of overlapping
all of its time at the BFREE facility with Mark Gumbert and Price
Sewell, two bat biologists from Kentucky. Each night, from about 8
p.m.-1 a.m., Lakeland students were allowed to help catch (with large
mist nets), examine, identify and release the bats inhabiting the
surrounding rainforest.
All told, 22 distinct species of bats were captured, including a
“wrinkle-faced” bat which was described by many Lakeland students
as “the ugliest thing I have ever seen.” These bats feed by plunging
their faces into pieces of ripe fruit and quickly flying off before they
are located by predators. The network of deep furrows and crevices on
their faces then guide the juice on their faces into their mouths.
Another highlight of the trip was the three days spent on Frank’s
Caye, a small island about 25 miles off the Belizean coast. Students
learned about reef conservation and diversity, then snorkeled some of
the most pristine coral reefs found anywhere in the world. The boat
ride back to the mainland featured frolicking bottle nose dolphins and
sightings of endangered manatees.
This was more than just a biology course, and the rich cultural
history of Belize was an essential component to the experience.
Students were exposed to the Mayan cultures of the past during a tour
of the ruins of Lubaantun; a major trading center in the Mayan
empire from 730-860 A.D. Lubaantun is most famous for being the
site where an exquisite crystal skull was allegedly unearthed during an
archeological dig in 1926. The crystal skull of Lubaantun has seen a
recent increase in notoriety after inspiring the movie “Indiana Jones
and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull.”
Students also got to experience the Mayan culture of the present
during a home stay in the Mopan Mayan (story continued on page 6)

BROADENING HORIZONS

Belize, what clothing and gear to bring, what to expect in Belize
and to share their growing excitement and anticipation for the
upcoming experience.

(story continued fromn page 5)

village of San Miguel. Students immersed themselves in the Mayan way of life by
helping prepare the traditional meal of fresh tortillas and beans, swimming and playing
in the river with the children of the village and exchanging stories about their lives.
The group spent their final night in Belize in the Creole village of Gales Point. The inhabitants of this village are mostly
descendants of slaves brought to Belize from eastern Africa to harvest timber for the British during the 1700s. We spent our
last night in Belize dancing wildly with local villagers around a bonfire under a starlit sky to the rhythms of Creole drumming.
We intend to offer this course in May terms of even years to similarly qualified and enthusiastic biology majors, and we
expect fresh students and the wonders of Belize to keep us learning and enthused for years to come. We also talked about
developing a less scientifically-intense version of this course appropriate for all Lakeland students, and perhaps alumni.

